November 6th 2017
The Child Finder by Rene Denfeld
F D3923c
Hired by a family that has become desperate to find the young daughter who went missing three years
earlier, a talented private investigator embarks on a search in a mysterious forest in the Pacific
Northwest, where she is forced to confront painful realities from her own past as a lost child.
Grace by Paul Lynch
F L9876g
Thrown out of her home after having her hair cut to make her look like a boy, Grace, accompanied by
her younger brother, embarks on a life-changing odyssey in the looming shadow of Ireland's Great
Famine.
The Burning World by Isaac Marion
F M341b
Learning survival skills and considering a relationship with the woman who restarted his heart, reluctant
zombie R watches as helicopters appear on the horizon to restore order to his mysterious, undead world.
Made for Love by Alissa Nutting
F N986m
Moving to a senior citizen trailer park with her father, Hazel, the estranged wife of a corporate CEO who
demanded she install a brain chip so that they could be constantly connected, tries to carve out a new
life while her ex uses sophisticated technology to stalk her.
Underground Fugue by Margot Singer
F S6172u
Set against the backdrop of the tube bombings in London in 2005, Underground Fugue interweaves the
stories of four characters who are dislocated by shock waves of personal loss, political violence, and,
ultimately, betrayal.
Beautiful Criminals Story
by Eric Tipton and Matthew Stravitz ; written by Eric Tipton and Susanna Rosenblum
F T5952b
Amanda Cooper, a convicted con artist, tries to put her life back on track after being released from a
two-year prison stint, but finds that she is being pulled back into the game at her dead-end retail job
and her family members.
The Third Nero ; or, Never Say Nero Again by Lindsey Davis
M D262th
When another Nero pretender emerges to challenge the Emperor in 90 A.D., Flavia Alba reluctantly sets
aside her wedding plans to investigate high-ranking officials who may or may not be supporting
Saturninus.
Shiver Hitch by Linda Greenlaw
M G8144sh
Visiting remote Acadia Island to assess the damages from a house fire, former homicide detectiveturned-insurance investigator Jane Bunker discovers the body of the house's owner in the rubble before
learning that the victim had many enemies and died from other causes.
The Dog Walker by Lesley Thomson
M T4832d
At the request of the victim's husband, Stella Darnell and her side kick, Jack Harmon, investigate the
disappearance of Helen Honeysett, who went missing twenty-nine years earlier.

The Water Will Come: Rising Seas, Sinking Cities, and the Remaking of the Civilized World
by Jeff Goodell
551.458 G648
An acclaimed journalist uses fact, science and on-the-ground reporting to provide an account of the
coming new age of great flooding, due to rapidly rising sea levels that promise to inundate our coasts
and transform existing landscapes.
The Gig Economy: The Complete Guide to Getting Better Work, Taking More Time Off, and
Financing the Life You Want! by Diane Mulcahy
650.1 M954
Presents advice for managing employment in an economy characterized by contract work and freelance
assignments, describing strategies for creating multiple sources of income, developing new skills,
financing time off, and retaining a personal safety net.
Leonardo da Vinci by Walter Isaacson
709.2 L581i
Draws on da Vinci's notebooks as well as new discoveries about his life and work in a narrative portrait
that connects the master's art to his science, demonstrating how da Vinci's genius was based on the
skills and qualities of everyday people, from curiosity and observation to imagination and fantasy.
Fifty Years of 60 minutes: The Inside Story of Television's Most Influential News Broadcast
by Jeff Fager
791.4572 S625f
The executive producer of 60 Minutes tells the inside story of the legendary program, from its almost
accidental birth through five decades of in-depth reporting by talented producers and beloved
correspondents.
The Book of Separation: A Memoir by Tova Mirvis
810.92 M6762
The author describes how she left both Orthodox Judaism and her marriage and followed her inner
compass to forge a new life for herself and her children while seeking her own path to happiness.
The Story of the Jews, 1492-1900. Volume 2. Belonging
by Simon Schama
909 S299 Vol. 2
Belonging is a magnificent cultural history. Through Simon Schama's passionate telling of this second
chronicle in an epic tale, a history emerges of the Jewish people that feels like it is the story of
everyone, of humanity.
Wrestling With Life: From Hungary to Auschwitz to Montreal
by George Reinitz with Richard King
940.5318092 R372
Wrestling With Life is a moving account of a child's survival under the most difficult of circumstances. It
tells the story of one man's hard-won success as a businessman and an athlete who also devoted
himself to philanthropy
The Traitors: A True Story of Blood, Betrayal and Deceit by Josh Ireland
940.5341 I65
The Traitors is a bold and gripping work that tells of British treachery during the Second World War
through the prism of the lives of four men: John Amery, William Joyce, Harold Cole and Eric Pleasants.

Book of the Month
October

Dare Not Linger: The Presidential Year by Nelson Mandela and Mandla Langa 968.062 M271d
A sequel to the best-selling Long Walk to Freedom completes the Nobel Prize Laureate's unfinished
memoirs and is complemented by notes and speeches written by Mandela during his historic presidency.

